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We would like to invite you to join us at our 2018 GSSEM FIRST Robotics Expo on
March 3rd as a reviewer! The expo will take place at Oakland Mall in Troy and highlight
the work of our 75+ Junior FIRST LEGO League (JFLL) and FIRST LEGO League (FLL)
teams. Our scouts have spent the past several months building and programming robots designed to solve problems in their communities and beyond, and this event is
their chance to celebrate their achievements and receive support and feedback from
the wider STEM community.
This year the girls were asked to research water; how we use it, where we get it, and
how we transport it. They then brainstormed ways to optimize an aspect of the process and built a robotic LEGO model. An example would be a team that created a solar powered water pump, or a more efficient filtering system. These are the projects
the girls will be presenting at the expo for your review!
Reviewers will be assigned a small group of JFLL teams (grades K-3) and will ask questions of the team members such as “Why did you choose your research topic” and
“What was the most fun part about working on a team”. The reviewer will then fill
out a brief feedback form and nominate the teams for appropriate awards. Once the
reviewers have visited their assigned teams, they are welcome to explore the rest of
our expo and check out the older teams’ projects and the provided activities.
Additional information on reviewer duties and expectations can be found on the
FIRST website here:
https://www.firstinspires.org/sites/default/files/uploads/resource_library/jrfll/aquaadventure/fll-jr-reviewers-ppt.pdf Please let me know if you are able to join us by
January 5th. I am happy to answer any questions you may have in the meantime.
Thank you!
Chris Nichols
STEM Program Specialist
Girl Scouts of Southeastern Michigan
(313) 870-2505
cnichols@gssem.org

Girl Scouting builds girls of courage, confidence, and character,
who make the world a better place.
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We would like to invite you to join us at our 2018 GSSEM FIRST Robotics Expo on
March 3rd! The expo will take place at Oakland Mall in Troy and highlight the work of
our 75+ Junior FIRST LEGO League (JFLL) and FIRST LEGO League (FLL) teams. Our
scouts have spent the past several months building and programming robots designed to solve problems with water use, collection, and transport in their communities and beyond, and this event is their chance to celebrate their achievements and
receive support and feedback from the wider STEM community.
We would like to be able to show the many leaders and parents what exciting STEM
opportunities are available for their troops in our council, and would like to know if
you are able to provide a hands-on activity at a table from about 12pm-4pm at the
expo. Something water or robotics-focused would be nice, but not strictly required.
This is a great opportunity to advertise what your organization offers for scouts to a
highly-motivated STEM focused crowd!
We are also looking for reviewers for our JFLL teams. Reviewers will be assigned a
small group of JFLL teams (grades K-3) and will ask questions of the team members
such as “Why did you choose your research topic” and “What was the most fun part
about working on a team”. The reviewer will then fill out a brief feedback form and
nominate the teams for appropriate awards. If you or anyone from your organization
is interested in reviewing, please let me know and I can send additional information.
Please let me know if you are able to join us by January 5th. I am happy to answer any
questions you may have in the meantime. Thank you!
Chris Nichols
STEM Program Specialist
Girl Scouts of Southeastern Michigan
(313) 870-2505
cnichols@gssem.org

Girl Scouting builds girls of courage, confidence, and character,
who make the world a better place.

FIRST® LEGO® League Jr.
Reviewers’ Meeting
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Teams
•
•
•
•

Design and construct a model using
LEGO® elements and motorized parts.
Present their research journey on a Show
Me poster.
Learn teamwork skills and about Core
Values.

Build self-confidence,
knowledge, and life
skills.
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Core Values
•

We are a team.

•

We do the work. Our coaches and mentors help
us learn, but we find the answers ourselves.

•

We share our experiences and discoveries with
others.

•

We are helpful, kind, and show respect when we
work, play, and share. We call this Gracious
Professionalism®.

•

We are all winners.

•

We have fun.
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The Challenge
•

Every year the program staff works with experts in the field to create a
Challenge for teams to research.

•

The Challenge relates to an important real-world topic.

•

Past Challenges have been about: climate, transportation, food, seniors,
and etc.

•

Teams research the Challenge theme and create a LEGO model and a
Show Me poster that represents their learning.
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2017 Challenge
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Challenge Rules
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Inspire Model

This season's Inspire Model is a water pump. It
is used by teams to inspire them on their
journey. All teams must incorporate the Inspire
Model in their Team Model.
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WeDo 2.0 or WeDo

* Above picture of WeDo 2.0 and example program
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Team Model (2016 Example)
2016 Inspire
Model

WeDo 2.0
(motor)
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Programming
Teams will use a device to
run their program and
motorize their team model
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Show Me Poster Guidelines
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Show Me Poster
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FIRST® LEGO® League Jr. Expo
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What is a FIRST LEGO League Jr. Expo?

• A fun, non-competitive community event
• Teams share what they have learned
• Celebrate with other teams, families, and volunteers
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At a FIRST® LEGO® League Jr. Expo...
Teams share:
• Their personal experience
with science and engineering
topics.
• What they learned working
as a member of a team.
• The satisfaction of becoming
an expert and teaching
others.
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What is a Volunteer Reviewer?
An important volunteer role at an expo.
Volunteer Reviewers meet with teams and
ask them questions about their season.
Help give awards at a Closing Ceremony.
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Volunteer Reviewer Responsibilities
•

There should be 2 reviewers for every •
5-7 teams.

Write down notes about each team
to help with awards after.

•

Reviewers walk around expo visiting •
teams.

If providing team awards, help
assign and distribute awards at the
Closing Ceremony.

•

Ask questions about their research,
LEGO model, and Show Me poster.

•

Provide positive feedback to teams

•

Be kind to teams and show interest in
their Project.

•

Be part of the High-Five Line at the
Closing Ceremony.

•

Reviewers should never be alone in
a room with teams.
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Reviewer Questions
• Reviewers will receive questions to help guide the
reviewing process
• When asking questions sit or kneel, so children feel more
comfortable
• Smile and have fun!
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Expo Awards
• Everyone wins!
• Every child on a team must leave the Expo with something,
whether it is a participation certificate, a ribbon, medal, pin,
and etc.
• Some Expo Organizers may decide to also give team awards.
• These awards are taken from the Standard Award List.
• Reviewers should review their notes about each team and
help assign one of these awards to each team.
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High-Five Ceremony
Teams parade up to receive their award. They go through a
high-five line consisting of reviewers, volunteers, or even
coaches before returning to their seats.
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Thank you!
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